What is STUBE and what does it offer?

STUBE stands for academic accompanying programme for and by students from Africa, Asia and Latin America.

STUBE is a development-related completion to professional studies – on weekends and covering various interesting topics.

At STUBE you can:

Deepen your knowledge in development policies!

Learn and have fun at the same time!

Find friends!

Meet people from all over the world

Get involved and create!

STUBE – Become a disseminator!

„The seminars and the activities of STUBE formed the basis of my commitment to development work. I often think about it at my current position at ILO…“

(Alumna of Cameroon)

The seminars and the activities of STUBE formed the basis of my commitment to development work. I often think about it at my current position at ILO…“

Global Learning – How to address and raise awareness about global issues

3th – 5th November 2023
Stuttgart

Deepen your knowledge in development policies!
You want to contribute to sustainable development and to make our world more sustainable and fairer?

You would like to recognize global connections and understand what the working conditions in the global south have to do with cheap goods and consumption, e.g. what does chocolate consumption in the global north have to do with child labor in the global south?

You would like to get involved and present and communicate these relationships to others, e.g. in schools.

You would like to share information about your country?

Then the workshop "Global Learning" is right for you!

In this workshop we will reflect on these connections and learn about appealing methods that activate the audience. You can use these methods to report about your country and present global contexts.

You can try out the methods in interactive working groups and exercises.

The workshop will be held in cooperation with EPiZ (Entwicklungspädagogisches Informationszentrum). This organization places students in schools with the help of STUBE-BW. The students usually receive an appropriate fee for their work.

Welcome!

Cathy Plato, STUBE Baden-Württemberg

---

**Friday, 3. November 2023**

18:00 Kick-off with dinner
19:30 Welcome and introduction
What do we bring with us? - Experience, previous knowledge and motivation?

---

**Saturday, 4. November 2023**

09:00 What does Global Learning mean?
  a) Pedagogical models
  b) Topics
  c) Value orientation
12:00 Lunch
14:00 How can I plan and implement my own events?
Examples of the phases: Recognize - Evaluate - Act
16:00 We develop ideas for our own events in Global Learning
18:00 Dinner
19:00 Dealing with clichés and stereotypes

---

**Sunday, 5. November 2023**

9:00 Presentation preparation
9:45 Presentations
11:30 Evaluation
12:00 Lunch

Departure after Lunch

---

**Organizational Matters**

**Participants**
Students from Africa, Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe studying in Baden-Württemberg.

**Fees and services**
Registration is binding! Registration can be cancelled in writing two days prior to the start of the seminar.
*If you do not cancel your registration times, you will have to pay a sum of 50 € as compensation.*

Charges for transportation within the region of Baden-Württemberg (public transportation 2nd class, no IC/ICE) for STUBE students shall be covered by STUBE.

**Registration**
Please register until 31. Oktober 2023 online on our website [www.stubebw.de](http://www.stubebw.de)
stubesekretariat@stube-bw.de
Telephone 0711 22 9363-208

**Registration confirmation**
Registration will be confirmed per Mail approx. 10 days prior to the start of the seminar. The confirmation will include further information and directions. Should you not have received any information from STUBE a week before this seminar please contact us immediately.

**Venue**
KKJ Stuttgart e.V.
Am Sportpark 2
Stuttgart Feuerbach

**Moderator** Cathy Plato, STUBE BW

**Conference number** 78 11 23